Class Name: Stitching in Circles
Instructor: DuAnn Wright 208-870-6633
Supplies Needed:
FABRIC:
Background - ½ yard of cotton fabric
½ yard of fusible pellon (optional)
Oesd Tear-Away embroidery stabilizer (can be fusible or regular)
Fabric for Circles – (I used plaids and fabric with dots) Choose fabrics that will have
contrast with your background fabric.
Approx 12 Fat quarters or scraps of fabric to make 3” to 12” circles
To finish: Backing Fabric – ½ yard, batting, and binding fabric (will not need for class)
Thread:
Bring lots of thread to play with: 30 - 40 wt cottons, rayons, variegated threads in a variety
of colors to coordinate with your fabrics
Circular Embroidery Attachment for sewing Machine (usually makes 3” – 12” circles) if
you don’t have one – check to see if the Bernina brand will work on your machine. There is
also the Sew Steady Table that is designed to make circles
Sewing Machine with Decorative Stitches (you might want to test some of your stitches
before class and adjust thread tension to make sure bobbin thread is not coming to top}
Walking Foot (will help in moving the fabric in circles) or Open Toe Foot
Several Bobbins filled with Isacord or The Bottom Line by Superior threads
Machine Needles: 90 or 100 topstich needles (make sure your have a package in case
of breakage – these are needles with larger eyes and scarves to handle most threads
General sewing supplies
Scissors
Applique scissors (if you own them) for ease in cutting out appliqué circles
Easy Kut Spring action scissor for cutting threads
1” X 6” ruler
Optional but helpful supplies:
Braiding/piping foot Yarns, ribbons, #8 perle cotton for couching (using zigzag stitch)
Masking tape or painters tape for securing circular attachment
Cancellation Policy: We must commit to our teachers and to other students one week before the class
begins so we can’t give refunds or transfers after that time (unless we can fill your spot from the waiting
list). You are welcome to send someone in your place if you are unable to come. If enrollment has not met
the minimum required for the class, we will cancel it one week before the first session. We love your kids
but your fellow students left theirs at home and hope you will too.

Dates:___________________________________ Times:________________________

